
Why Bearicuda Bearproof Trash Cans  
Are The Best Cans Available.

 
Let’s face it, Bear and animal proof garbage cans aren’t cheap.  

That’s why it’s so important to choose the right can but choosing the wrong product could be very costly.

We are not afraid to share with you who our competitors are because once you can compare the differences  
between our can and theirs we are confident you’ll choose a Bearicuda Bin

COMPETITOR CAN COMPARISON CHART

Competitors Bearicuda Bins

CHEAP ALUMINUM CLIP SYSTEM, 
BULKY DESIGN

BULKY METAL, UGLY FRONT APRON, 
WEAK PLASTIC

STEALTH 2, FULLY AUTOMATED  
OPEN & CLOSURE SYSTEM

Problem Operation 
Chain latches hard to close, freezes in 
winter, water easily penetrates latch.

Problem Operation 
Awkward metal latching mechanism 

prone to rust

One Push Open/Close 
Hidden latch with simple one push access 

for home owners and refuse handlers

Questionable Strength 
Weak lid and cheap aluminum tabs, no 

steel reinforcement.

Too Much Metal! 
Ugly and Bulky metal everywhere, 
awkward design. Prone To Theft!

Innovative, Clean Attractive Design 
No exterior metal, no moving parts. Double 
molded construction for superior strength.

Difficult to close 
Cheap aluminum tab with hard to close 
latching systems are difficult to close, 

easily bent.

Awkward Closure System 
Difficult to find, awkward to use and 

prone to rusting.Field Repairs Virtually 
Impossible!

Fully Automated! 
The only fully automated bearproof 

garbage can on the market today. No need 
for waste haulers or the homeowner to 

unlock the can before pick up.

Unattractive & Cheap Banding 
Ugly and Cheap aluminum banding 

vulnerable to damage.

Unattractive Front Apron & Plasticky 
Front of can has large, ugly apron 

design, unattractive plastic look & feel.

Attractive Front Design 
Clean appealing design, No big and ugly 

front apron.

Weak Lid 
Cheap injection molded lid  

vs rotational molded lid

Weak Lid 
Front apron of can easily broke where 

latch is hidden.

Strong Lid 
Innovative and secure hinged lid design. 

One piece of solid HDPE with unique 
locking mechanism keeps bears out of can.

No Back Plate 
No back plate or reinforcement  

of any kind.

Awkward Metal Plate 
Back side of can has large, awkward 

metal plate on outside of the can.

Super Strong Design 
Double molded construction for  

superior strength.

DON’T FORGET TO CONSIDER THIS CRITICAL FACT BELOW  
BEFORE MAKING A DECISION

STEALTH 2 Bear Proof Can is the ONLY fully automatic bearproof can on the market.  
It’s unique gravity activated locking mechanism keeps the lid locked if the can is tipped on it’s side.  

Designed for fully and semi automated refuse collection equipment.

VS

Competitors cans have lots of bulky metal all over the can that eventually becomes bent overtime, as well as a complex locking 
mechanism that is hidden inside the front apron of the can, making field repairs virtually impossible without shipping the can back to 

the manufacturer, incurring additional expense and down time.


